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Weextendnetworkexchangetheory(Markovsky,
Willer,and Patton1988) to accommodate a new class of powerphenomena.Previoustheoryand researchhave shownthat
structuralconfigurationsin some networkspromoteor inhibitexchangeopportunities,
leadingto robustpower and resourcedifferentials.Theextensionidentifiesa structural
basisfor subtlerforms of differentiation.Using computersimulationsand laboratory
experiments,we show that the degreeto whichthis "weakpower" is manifestedin resource accumulationsis conditionedby local and global networkpatterns,and by the
experienceand strategiesof actors in the network.Experimentaltests corroboratethe
predictedweakpower effectsand the consequencesof variationsin actors'negotiating
experiences.

NTetwork exchangetheory(NET)was de- tial maxima.Wealso offera formaldefinition
veloped to predictnegotiateddistribu- thatdistinguishesweakpowernetworksfrom
tionsof resourcesin a class of networkscon- othernetworktypes.
individualor corporate The extensionof NETto weakpowerphesistingof interrelated
Willer,andPatton1988). nomena results from theory competition.
actors(Markovsky,
These networksprovidea fertilecontextfor Yamagishiand Cook (1990) observed that
addressingissuesof powerandexchange,so- earlyversionsof NETdid not predictcertain
mi- powerdifferentials
producedby theircomputer
cial dynamics,structuraltransformation,
Weshowthatthosepowerdiffercro-macroconnections,and otherquestions simulations.
centralto sociology.A recentissueof thejour- entials arise from structuralpropertiesthat
in anyprevioustheory.We
nalSocial Networks(Vol.14(3-4), Sept.-Dec. werenotaddressed
1992)is devotedto locatingpowerin exchange developand empiricallytest an extensionof
networks.We reporton a newly discovered NET thatidentifiesthe generalclass of netphenomenonin exchange networks,weak worksandthespecificrelationsin whichweak
we defineweakpoweras a poweremerges,andthedirectionandstrength
power. Informally,
conditionthatpromotessignificantadvantages of theweakpowereffect.
for some networkpositions,but severelyrerelativeto theirpoten- THEORETICAL
strictsthoseadvantages
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In NET,a relationis an exchangeopportunity
betweena pairof individualor corporatedecision-makingactors,and an actor'sposition
containstheactorandis designatedby its patternof relationsto otheractors.A networkis a
set of positionsandrelationsthatformsa unitarystructure.
Althoughit functionsas a self-contained
theory,NETdevelopedwithina muchbroader
theoreticalresearchprogram.This program,
"elementarytheory,"addressesbasic social
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forms includingcoercive, conflictual, and exchange relations (Willer and Anderson 1981;
Willer 1987; Willer and Markovskyforthcoming).' Withinthe exchange relationsbranchof
the elementarytheory are subbranchesfor exclusionary,inclusionary,and mixed exchange
networks.These designationsindicatetypes of
restrictions on actors' efforts to obtain resourcesin exchangenetworks.In an exclusionary network,actorswith two or more relations
cannot exchange in one or more of their relations. In an inclusionarynetwork,actors must
exchangein more thanone relation.In a mixed
network,actorscan exchange only in some relations and must exchange in more than one
relation.2We focus here on the exclusionary
exchange networks branch of the broader
theory.
NET's seven scope conditions delimit the
situationsto which the theory may be applied:
(1) all actorsuse identicalstrategiesin negotiating
exchanges; (2) actorsconsistently excluded from
exchangesraisetheiroffers; (3) those consistently
included in exchanges lower their offers; (4) actors accept the best offer they receive, andchoose
randomlyin deciding among tied best offers; (5)
each position is related to, and seeks exchange
with, one or more other positions; (6) at the start
of an exchange round, equal pools of positively
valued resourceunits are available in every relation;(7) two positionsreceiveresourcesfromtheir
common pool if and only if they exchange.
(Markovskyet al. 1988, p. 223)3
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Figure2. InitialGPI Valuesfor Stem and Kite Networks

The Graph-TheoreticPower Index

When the scope conditions are satisfied, NET
predicts relative power (higher, lower, or
equal) for each position in a networkrelation.
Power is defined as a "structurallydetermined
potential for obtainingrelatively favorable resource levels" (Markovskyet al. 1988, p. 224).
is measured by the graph-theoretic
Power
I
Similarly, the self-contained "vulnerability"
models of power in networks (Cook, Emerson, power index (GPI). Figure 1 presents two ilGillmore, and Yamagishi 1983; Cook, Gillmore, lustrativenetworks,the "stem"and the "kite."
and Yamagishi 1986) developed within the more Calculationsare simpler in networkscontaingeneralprogramof power-dependencetheory (e.g., ing two or morestructurallyidenticalpositions.

Emerson 1981). Markovskyet al. (1988) contrasted
vulnerabilitymodels and the graph-theoreticmodel
of networkexchange theory.
2 To formalize the typology of relationtypes, let
N be the numberof an actor's direct relations with
others, M is the maximum number of exchanges
that can benefit the actor, and Q is the minimum
numberof exchanges that the actor must complete
to realize any benefit. The actor's relations are exclusionarywhen N > M 2 Q = 1, inclusionarywhen
N = M = Q, and mixed when N> M> Q> I. For
mixed relations,when N = M > Q = 1, the relation
is null; the relationis inclusion-null mixed when N
= M > Q > 1 (Willer and Markovskyforthcoming).
Tests for the two mixed types are in progress.
3 The scope conditions do not define exchange.
An exchange is a mutuallyagreed-upondistribution

of valued resources between actors. This could be
an agreementto divide resources from a common
pool, or the transferof ownership of different objects, e.g., A gives B $10 for two of B's baseball
cards. The scope conditions also do not minimize
the importance of individual agency in networks
(Markovsky 1987, 1992; Barron and Smith-Lovin
1991). The scope conditionsdelimit the class of actors for which the structurally-derivedpredictions
of the theory are claimed to be accurate. A wide
range of specifications for individual-level strategies and behaviors remains open to exploration.
Our present focus on structuraleffects makes no
statementabout the relative "power"of actors versus structures.
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Table 1. Path Lengths, by Position, for the Stem Network and the Kite Network
Stem Network
PathLength
1
2
3
4
Graph-TheoreticPower Index (GPI)

Kite Network

Position
A

Position
B

Position
C

Position
D

Position
E

3
1
0
0

1
1
1

2
1
1

4

0

0

0

2
1
1
1

2

1

2

2

2
0

In suchnetworksa nonsubscripted
labelindicates structurallyidenticalpositions,e.g., C
standsforCl andC2.
Thefirststepin calculatingGPIsis to count

emerge. Positions residing in more than one
domainhave a GPI for each domain.4Let midk
representthe numberof nonintersectingpaths
of length k in domaind that originatefrom pothe numberof nonintersectingpaths of every sition i, and h is the longest such path.At i, an
length stemmingfrom each position.These actor'spower in domaind is

countsfor the stemnetworkandthe kite networkareshownin Table1. Forexample,El in
Axiom1: pud,(ed)=f !J(_1)(k-1)
Midk.
thekitenetworkhastwopathsof length1, El(ed )k=1
D and El-E2; one nonintersectingpath of
length 2, e.g., El-E2-D (any other path of Axiom 1 defines GPI2.The remainingaxioms
length2 mustintersectthisone at E2or D and use GPI2to infer when actorswill and will not
so is not counted);one pathof length3, e.g., seek to exchange with each otherand to anticiE1-E2-D-E3;and one pathof length4, e.g., pate theirrelativeexchange outcomes:
E1-E2-D-E3-E4.
Thereareno nonintersecting
Axiom 2: i seeks exchange withj if and
paths with lengths greaterthan four. This
only if pi > pj or if (pi - pj) 2 (Pi
analysisholdsforeachE in thekitenetwork.
-Pk) for all k relatedto i.
Thetheoryspecifiesthatpositioni hasstructuralpoweroverpositionj wheni can,without Axiom 3: i andj can exchange only if each
seeks exchange with the other.
cost,exclude] fromexchanging.Thisinduces
j to acceptlowerpayoffs.By this reasoning, Axiom 4: if i andj exchange, then i receives
odd-lengthpathsbenefittheirpositionof orimore resourcesthanj if and only
gin by enhancing its capacity to exclude
if Pi > Pj
et al. 1988).Even-length
(Markovsky
pathsare
detrimental
becausethey increasethe chance
4 To calculate domain memberships,let i and X
of beingexcluded.Thus,to calculateGPI,add
indicate two related positions, and an el position
thenumberof a position'sodd-length
pathsand has more than e relations. Given the set V of all
subtractthe numberof even-lengthpaths. positions on a path between i andj, i and j are in
TheseinitialGPI valuesfor each positionin the same domain if and only if there exists a path
eachnetworkappearat the bottomof Table1 such that either V = (0), or all positions in V are
andin Figure2.
e+ positions. Markovskyet al. (1988) investigated
Axioms

Fouraxiomsdeterminethe relativepowerof
networkpositions.In Axiom 1, GPIis calculatedusinga moregeneralequationfor networksin which actorscan make e 2 1 exchanges,each with a differentactor.In such
networks, subnetworksor domains may

a networkin which each of three positions had two
GPI values, one indicatingequal power in one domain and anotherindicatinglow power in a second
domain. Results strongly supported predictions.
Because we are dealing here with networks in
which e = 1, the terms "network"and "domain"are
coterminous,and we use "network"throughout.In
general,however, our assertionsaboutnetworksare
more accurately viewed as assertions about domains.
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In previous experiments, hypotheses derived
fromthese axioms accuratelypredictedrelative
exchange profits for different positions, network decompositionsat certain relations, and
power reversals induced by changes in e
(Markovskyet al. 1988). The researchalso refuted alternative hypotheses from power-dependencetheory(Cook et al. 1983; Cook et al.
1986).

gence of this weak power effect coupled with
empiricalevidence.6
Duringour researchwe made severaldiscoveries. (1) Weak power differentialsare sensitive to the particularstrategiesadoptedand behaviorsenactedby actorsin particularnetwork
positions. (2) Weak power differentials have
the same microfoundationas strongpower differentials:Actors seeking to avoid exclusion
from exchanges accept deals favorableto others
and unfavorableto themselves. (3) Weak
NEW THEORETICALCONCERNS
power is producedby a subtle interactionbeOther researchershave questioned the ability tween networkstructuresand exchange condiof the GPI to predictpower levels in stem and tions. (4) Althoughthe networksin which weak
kite networks.YamagishiandCook (1990), us- power emerges had already been identified
ing a computersimulation,claimed that posi- (Markovsky et al. 1988), a refinement was
tions A and D have high power, in contrastto needed to locate the specific weak power relaGPI predictionsof equal power in all stem and tions within those networks.
kite relations afterAxiom 2 is applied.5However, theirsimulation'sprofitdifferentialswere
GPI3:AN ITERATIVEREFINEMENT
very small (equality ? 2) relative to empirical
studies and other simulations they described Our extension of network exchange theory
(Cook et al. 1983). Furthermore,they did not builds on GPI2to generaterefined predictions
publish the simulationalgorithm,show how to of weak power. Under GPI2, ongoing exderive theirpredictions,or presentany empiri- changes can producetemporarychanges in the
cal evidence. Stolte (1990) provided a formal numberof an actor's available exchange partmodel, but noted thatit "does not performwell ners, the numberof the partners'partners,and
in predictingpositional power, as conditioned so on (Markovskyet al. 1988, p. 225n). Thus,
by remote structural influences" (p. 141). the extension, GPI3, must take into account
Hence, although both studies recognized that temporarypower shifts that arise as some acpower differencescan exist in these structures, tors exchange in a given time period and leave
they did not offer a testabletheoryfor predict- behindalteredsubstructures.The stem and kite
ing specific power differences or identifying networksillustratethese problems,but our sothe class of structuresin which these powerdif- lution generalizesto all weak power networks.
ferences should occur.
6
Markovsky,Willer,andPatton(1990) agreed
We employed a user-friendly simulation prono
differences
GPI
among
that
predicted power
gramfor exchange networks,X-Net, which is availactors in the kite and stem networks, but able on requestfrom the first author.The researcher
pointed out that although Yamagishi and can create or select any network configurationand
Cook's intuitionscould be correct,the lack of choose the numberof "experiments"and negotiaan alternativemodel and empirical evidence tion "rounds,"resource pool sizes, exchanges per
round, and actors' decision strategies. Unless othweakenedtheirargument.We have since repli- erwise specified, an actordecreases all offers in the
cated Yamagishi and Cook's simulations for next round by one unit if the actor makes all the
the kite and stem networksand exploredmany exchanges it seeks in a given round. If the actor
othernetworks.Ourgoal was to providean ex- makes fewer deals than were sought, then the actor
plicit, generalmethod for predictingthe emer- (I) decreases its offers by one unit to those with
whom a deal was completed, and (2) increases offers by one unit to those with whom a deal was not
5 Stolte (1990) asserted that A has an advantage completed. In a given round, an actor can seek exand presentedexperimentalevidence for this claim. change only from a numberof others equal to the
However, his experimentviolates our scope condi- maximumnumberof exchanges it can complete in
tions because subjects' exchange outcomes had no the round. In the current version of X-Net, three
bearingon theiractualpayments(Stolte 1988). The partner-choice strategies are available: (1) actor
relevance of his results to NET therefore remains randomly seeks exchange with any partnerwhose
undetermined.
offer is "complementary," e.g., actor offers 14,

WEAK POWER
The new procedure analyzes exchangeseeks. In the original formulation,an actor i
was said to be seeking exchange when his, her,
or its offers to another,j, are competitive with
j's alternativeoffers.7 Exchange-seek analysis
is a tool thatgeneratespredictionsof a network
structure's effect on exchange outcomes.
Whetherappliedto human,corporate,or simulated networks,the theory'sexchange-seekaxioms need not correspond to actual events.
However, the axioms are not arbitrary- they
were designed to generatederivationsand hypotheses for exchange outcomes that are more
precise and accuratethan alternatives.As with
any formal theory,its derived hypothesesmust
be empirically informative- not necessarily
its axioms (Jasso 1988). In the case of NET,
derived hypotheses predict (1) when actors in
empirical tests will not seek exchange and,
thus, where the network breaks from disuse,
and (2) the relative exchange outcomes at differentpositions.
Figure 3, Step 1 appliesAxiom 2 to the stem
and kite networks.For example, "CIA A" indicates "Cl seeks exchange with A." Step 2 applies Axiom 3 and shows reciprocalexchangeseeks. GPI2 is then recalculated for the
subnetworks(Step 3). Because all GPI2values
are equal, all original relations are restored.
When an isolate emerges, e.g., D in Step 2, it
receives a value of 1.8 Applying Axiom 2 to
the recalculatedGPI2 values indicates that all
actors seek exchange in all relationsand there
should be no permanent breaks in the networks. Also, according to GPI2values, there
are no structurally-basedpower advantages,
i.e., no positions can consistentlyexclude oth-
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ersfrom exchangingwithoutthemselvessuffering losses. Thus there will be no bidding wars
drivingoffers towardextremes.
Even when positions in a network have the
same GPI2,as in the stem and kite networks,
they may still be differentiatedby a structural
other offers its complement, 10; (2) actors ran- property weaker than that producing strong
domly seek exchange aftercompromisingwith oth- power.The reasoningis this: An actor in a poers using a "split-the-difference"rule; (3) actors sition with two or more equal power relations
seek exchange from those making the most profit- initially has no preferenceamong the alternaable offers after compromising. The modularprogram design also facilitates exploration of other tives. As negotiationsproceed,however,one or
more of the alternativesmay have alreadyexstrategies via programmingchanges.
changed and thus become unavailable.In the
7 For example, if i offers 5 units to j, andj's best
alternativeoffer is 10, then i's offer is not competi- stem network,for example,if A andB exchange
tive with the alternative.Fromthe standpointof our first in a given round,the C's are not excluded
analytic method, i is not seeking exchange withj in and can exchange with each other.If A and Cl
this case. This definition of exchange-seeking (and
nonseeking) enables us to predict which network
relations will be used. The definition embodies no
implicit assumptions about actors' motives, interpretations,strategies,etc.
8 The procedureyields identicalpredictionsif the
isolate is assigned a GPI2of 0, but doing so results

in additionalsteps. We have not yet fully explored
the implicationsof assigning I versus 0 to isolates.
Morethanone iterationof the exchange-seek analysis may be requiredin more complex networks. In
complex networks, the analysis is complete when
index values remainunchanged.
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exchangefirst,however,B andC2areexcluded
for thatround.Unlikethe situationin strong
of suchextheconsequences
powerstructures,
clusionsarenot severebecauseit is relatively
inexpensivefor an excludedpositionto be inIf A andC1exchange,in
cludedsubsequently.
the nextroundB andC2can attractA by raising theiroffersonly slightlyaboveCj's. If A
then exchangeswith B, C1 and C2 may exchangewitheachother.If, instead,A exchanges
withC2, B will havebeenexcludedtwiceand
canofferslightlymore- anamountthatshould
thenbe Xs bestoffer.Underthe scopeconditionsof thetheory,B shouldnotbe consistently
excludedandthusshouldnothaveto offermore
thanoccasionalsmallconcessionsto continue
exchangingwithA. Thus,thestemandthekite

Only strong power structures exhibit a
"ratcheting"process whereby actors in structurallydisadvantagedpositions serially outbid
one anotherthroughever-increasingoffers to
the advantaged.(3) As a resultof such bidding
wars among the structurally disadvantaged,
even passive bargainingstances result in extreme profit advantagesfor actors in structurally advantagedpositions in strongpower networks. In weak power networks, obtaining
more than minimal profit advantagesrequires
more active strategizing by the structurally
advantaged.(4) Consequently,in weak power
networksstructuralforces keep exchangesrelatively close to equal profit divisions. Conversely, in strong power networks structural
forces move outcomes toward maximum difnetworks are examples of weak power struc- ferentiation. (5) A fundamentaldifference is
thatstrongpower structuresguaranteethatone
tures.
or more actors will be excluded by anotheractor who is never excluded. Weakpower strucStrongand WeakStructuralForces
tures ensure that either all positions are prone
Despitetheircommonbasisinexclusion,strong to exclusion (as in the kite), or that no position
differ- - not even a position thatof structuralnecespowerandweakpowerhaveimportant
ences.(1) Instrongpowerstructures,
exchange sity is neverexcluded (e.g., A in the stem) - is
outcomesapproachmaximumdifferentiation assuredof being able to exclude anotherwithacrosspositions,constrained
onlybythesizeof out cost. Thus, the certainty of exclusions in
the resourcepools;in weakpowerstructures, strongpower networksis replacedby the possidifferentiation
is independent
of pool size. (2) bility of exclusions in weak power networks.

WEAKPOWER
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we must Theprobabilities
for
of mutualexchange-seeks
To makemorerefinedpredictions,
of exclusionintoa prob- each position are:
turnthis"possibility"
abilitymeasurethatapplieswhenstructurally
dissimilarnetworkpositionshave the same
p{A} - p{AB} + p{ACI + p{AC2}= 1.0,
GPI2values. To performthe weak power
analysis,we calculateeach position'slikelip{B} =p{AB} =.6,
exchangehoodof inclusionundera "random
seek"assumption.The resultingprobability p{C} =. 2+.6 =.8.
measureis GPI3.Theeasiestwayto graspthis
measureis withthe treediagramfor the stem Applyingthe sameanalyticmethodto the kite
networkshownin Figure4. Branchescorre- network,we obtain:
thatare
spondto events(e.g.,exchange-seeks)
A seriesof connected p{DEi} = .2051,
assignedprobabilities.
branchesrepresentsa combinationof events
is theproductof the
whoseoverallprobability
p{EIE2} = p{E3E4} = .5898,
The
branches.
valuesassignedto its constituent
4
outcome,e.g., a muof a particular
probability
= ,p{DE1 } = .8205,
p{D}
all
of
sum
of
is the
tualA-C1 exchange-seek,
i=1
associatedwithbranchcomthe probabilities
binationsleadingto thatoutcome.The GPI3
p{Ei} = p{EEj }+p{DEi} = .7949.
valuefor a position,then,is the sum of the
acrossits relations.9
probabilities
promoteexchanges,
In Figure4, arbitrarilybeginningwith A If mutualexchange-seeks
podoes not affect calculationsbecausethe tree thentheseprobabilityvaluesdifferentiate
likeliaccountsfor all exchange-seekcombinations. sitionsaccordingto a structurally-based
Dashedlines are combinationsof exchange- hood of inclusionin exchange.These probseeksthatleadto no mutualselections.These abilitiescan thenbe usedto generatehypothoccur1/12 + 1/12 = 1/6 of the time.Foreach eses forexchangeoutcomes.
of thesebranches,the entiretreebeginsagain
ateachof thetwodashedlines.Thus,thelong- IndividualForces
is
of no mutualexchange-seeks
runprobability
an infiniteserieswhosemembersapproach0 Althoughourgoalis to improveGPI2'sability
andwhosesumoverthetworelevantbranches to predictexchangeoutcomesbasedon netundercertainconditionsactors
valuesfor the workstructures,
approaches1/6.Theprobability
otherbranchesarethenadjustedby a factorof can systematicallyalterstructurally-induced
1/(1 - 1/6) = 1.2 in this case. The probabilities exchangeoutcomes.Our approachis to (1)
treat structural-levelfactors as setting a
for each relationare:
baselinefor exchangeoutcomesas detailed
above,(2) considerhow individual-levelbep{A}=12x(
= 1.2 x (3+ 12
1)= .6,
I2+ 12
p{AB}
haviorscan modifyoutcomesrelativeto that
baseline,and(3) conductteststhatmanipulate
conditionexpected
a particular
individual-level
= .2,
p{AC1} = p{AC2} = 1.2 x
to affectsuchbehaviors.
decisionsthatactors
Thetwomostimportant
(1) with whomto
are
make
networks
in
our
P{CIC2}=1.2X(3x+ 1I+ 1 =.6.
exchangeand(2) whetherand how to adjust
offerscontingenton prioror anticipatedoutcomes. In our computersimulationsof weak
9 This probabilityanalysis extracts information
unconditional
(i.e., random)
powerstructures,
on a particularstructural property- it does not offer-adjustment
strategiesconsistentlypropredict actual behaviors. We have two different
computer programsthat calculate these probabiliandexties, both available from the authors on request: sandsof roundsof randomexchange-seeks
WPOWERcalculates exact probabilities,WEAK- changes. WEAKNETestimates converge on
NET estimates probabilities by simulating thou- WPOWER
calculations.
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duce small but systematic outcome differentials. For example, when simulated actors in
the stem networkadjusttheir offers randomly
by -1, 0, or +1 following exchange or exclusion, A still has a consistent advantageover B
of one or two points above equal profit levels.
With conditional adjustmentstrategies (e.g.,
"addone to last offer following exclusion;subtract one following inclusion"), varying partner-choice strategies result in varying advantages for A. Some strategiesgive A largeradvantages,but never as great as those in strong
power structures.In general, most strategies
either sustain minimal weak power differentials or enhancethem to levels still well below
those for strong power. Furthermore,although
certain combinations of strategies affect outcomes in strong power structures(Markovsky
1987), strongpoweris clearlymorerobustthan
weak power.
These simulations have direct implications
for empirical research. In network exchange
experiments, subjects are instructedto try to
maximize profit. Few hesitate to do so. However, when subjectsmust conductsimultaneous
negotiations in multiple relations, optimal
strategies may not be obvious. In such cases,
subjects' strategiesshould improvewith experience. The researchreportedbelow examines
whether experienced subjects discover more
potent strategies.Further,basedon the simulation results,those morepotentstrategiesshould
favor subjects in advantaged positions over
subjects in disadvantaged positions, and so
amplify the weak power effect.'0
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the size of the resourcepools to be divided (24
units) as well as the monetary value of each
point (5 cents).
Subjects interacted via interconnected microcomputerslocated in separate rooms. The
exchangenetworkconfigurationwas displayed
on subjects' screens, along with full information on current offers and completed exchanges. Prior to the experiment, assistants
showed subjects how to interpretinformation
on their computerscreens and how to use the
keyboardto make and acceptoffers. This training period ended with a practice session in
which subjects "negotiated" with simulated
others.The practicesession was realisticin that
subjects made and received offers as they
would in the experiment;but practicewas unrealistic with respect to the others' offers and
their likelihoods of accepting the subjects' offers. The practice network also differed from
the networksactuallytested in the study.
Experimentswere organizedby rounds, periodsand sessions. Each session involved a differentset of subjects- eight sets of four subjects each for the stem networkand six sets of
five subjects each for the kite network. Subjects were rotated to new positions between
periodsby a softwarereconfiguration,andeach
subject eventually occupied every position.
This allowed us to distinguishnetworkeffects
I Each
from idiosyncraticsubject-paireffects."
periodcontainedfour negotiationroundsof up
to five minuteseach. At the end of each round,
subjectswere informedof theirearningsin that
I I One reviewer suggested thatowing to the rela-

METHODAND HYPOTHESES
at a largeuniverSubjectswere undergraduates
sity who agreed to participatein the research
in returnfor pay. After arrivingat the laboratory,each subjectreceived generalinformation
about the research.Instructionsnoted that the
experiment investigates the effect of social
structureson negotiation. Subjects were told
10 Technically speaking, our computer simulations embody auxiliary assumptions (vis-h-vis
NET's axioms) regarding actors' decision strategies, andthe outcomes of those simulationsprovide
derivations that predict long-run exchange outcomes and frequencies. Translating those derivations into operationalterms yields the individuallevel hypothesesthat we test empirically.

tively small number of rounds per period, the effects of exclusion may be attributableto subjects'
perceptionsof its likelihood ratherthan to its incidence. This could be the case, but GPI3predictsexchange outcome ranks, not empirical exclusion
rates. GPI3 correctly predicts exclusion rates in
WEAKNET simulations and so, with refinements,
could serve as the basis for a model of actual rates.
Moreover, actual inclusion rates were in fact closest to GPI3values for inexperiencedsubjects who,
presumably,would be more likely thanexperienced
subjects to learn by being excluded. Although rotatingsubjectsbetween periodsmay have prevented
them from developing regularpatternsof exchange
with their partners, as they would in natural settings, our purpose was to test the weak power formulation, not to reproduceany particular"natural
setting" in the laboratory. Webster and Kervin
(1971) provided a cogent rationale for the use of
artificialityin social scientific experiments.
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round.At the endof the sessionsubjectswere
paidbasedon thepointstheyearned.Theaverage was $10.
All subjectsreceivedthe sametraining,but
subjectsdifferedin theirpreviousexperience
with networkexchangeexperiments.For the
stemnetwork,fourgroupscontainedsubjects
who had priorexperiencein experimentson
whiletheotherfour
anothernetworkstructure,
groupswerecomposedof inexperienced
subjects. Forthe kite network,fourgroupswere
andtwowereinexperienced.
experienced
StructuralEffects

The probabilityanalysespermitus to state
criticalhypothesesfor exchangeoutcomesin
stemandkitenetworks.Hypothexperimental
eses pertainto meanresourceunitsobtained
perexchange,andarederivedby relatingtheoranksto exchange
reticalinclusionprobability
outcomeranks.
HI: In thestemnetwork,theorderof exchangeoutcomesby positionis
HIa:A > B whenA andB exchange;
HIb:A > C when A and C exchange;

HI,: (A - B) when A and B exchange >
(A - C) when A and C exchange.

orderis
H2:Forthekitenetwork,thepredicted
D > E whenD andE exchange.
IndividualEffects

Strategicbehaviortends to enhance weak
powerdifferentials,as observedin computer
simulations.Assumingthatexperiencedsubjectsusemoreeffectivestrategiesthaninexperiencedsubjects:
H3:Resourcedifferentials
predictedin HI and
H2willbe greaterforexperienced
subjects
subjects.
thanforinexperienced
StrongPower vs. WeakPower

Theextensionof thetheoryto allowfor structuraleffectscoupledwiththe computersimueffectspermitthefollowlationsforindividual
ing prediction:
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H4: Resource differentials will be greater in
strong power networks than in weak
power networks.
RESULTS
AnalyticMethod
A dummy variable, constrained regression
analysiswas used to estimatepositionaleffects
(Winer 1962; Skvoretz and Willer 1991). The
unitsof analysisarethe observedexchangesand
non-exchangesamongpairsof subjects.During
a session,a seriesof M exchangesoccursamong
differentsubjectsin differentrelations.We index the elementsof this series as m E I 1, 2, ...,
M). Let i andj indicatedifferentsubjectssuch
thati,j e {1,2,.. ., N), whereN is the number
of subjectsand also the numberof positions in
the experimentalnetwork.Variablesin the statisticalmodel are definedas follows:
Pi. is i's outcome ("profit")from the m-th
exchange. For an i-j exchange, either i's or j's
outcome may serve as the datum as long as it
is always the one used.
R(ij) refers to the occurrenceof exchange/
nonexchange between i and j. For each exchange in the network,R(ij) = I if subjects i
andj exchange;R(i,j) = 0 otherwise.There are
N(N-1)/2 differentR(ij)'s in the network.
Qk is the positional advantage/disadvantage
in relation k. Two relatedpositions are either
structurallydistinct or identical, e.g., in the
stem network, C1 and C2 occupy structurally
identical positions; A and B occupy structurally distinct positions. Any two relations are
also either structurally distinct or identical,
e.g., A-C1 and A-C2 are structurallyidentical
relations;A-B and A-C1 are structurallydistinct relations.For relationsinvolving distinct
positions, the theorypredictswhich position is
structurallyadvantagedand which is disadvantaged. Qk is then an "effect variable."Let k =
1, 2, . . . , K enumeratestructurallydistinct relationsinvolving structurallydistinctpositions.
These are A-B and A-C in the stem network,
D-E in the kite network.If the m-th exchange
is i-j, where i andj reside in relationk, then Qk
= 1 if i occupies the (theoreticallyspecified)
advantagedposition, -1 if i is disadvantaged,
and 0 otherwise. The statisticalmodel for exchange outcomes is
P = 12 + 2, aR(i, j) +

XbkQk + error.
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Table 2. Position Effects From Regression of Exchange
Outcomes on Network Characteristics
Position Effect
Network
and Relation
Stem Network
A-B relation
A-C relation

Total
(1)

InexpeExperienced rienced
(2)
(3)

2.424***
(.320)

3.288*** 1.401***
(.461)
(.412)

3.334*** 4.487**
(.880)
(1.488)

2.749**
(.990)

.653

.718

.531

Numberof exchanges 226

116

110

2.054***
(.507)

-.075
(.325)

R2

Kite Network
D-E relation

1.152***
(.348)
.502

.498

.656

Numberof exchanges 236

158

78

R2

***p < .001 (one-tailed test)
**p < .01
Note: Numbers in parenthesesare standarderrors.A's
or D's estimated advantagein a given relation is 2 x the
position effect.

The aijparametersare relation effects, i.e., idiosyncratic effects attributable to particular
pairs of subjects. The bkparametersare position effects, used to test for positionalpower in
structurallydistinct relations.By fixing the interceptat 12 (one-half the resourcepool), relation effects and position effects can be interpretedas variationsfrom equality.
This model has several importantfeatures.
First,in exchanges between structurallyidentical positions, any profit variationsare attributable to relation effects. Second, degrees of
freedomfor testingpositioneffects arereduced
considerablyover the numberused in a simple
test of means. Including relation effects absorbs degrees of freedom and also reduces errorthatwould otherwisebe associatedwith the
positionalpower hypotheses.Third,more precise tests for similaritiesor differencesin position effects are possible, e.g., we estimateconstrainedmodels and assess the improvementin
fit over less constrainedmodels. Such comparisons between models are possible both within
and between networkconfigurations.
Analyses
Hypothesis1. Therewere 226 exchangesin the
eight stem groups.Six subjectpairingsx eight

groupsyield 48 relation(R) variables.A-B and
A-C are the two structurallydistinct relations
(Q) involving structurallydistinctpositions. In
both the A-B andA-C relations,A is predicted
to be the advantagedposition and is coded as
such. Resultsareshown in column 1 of Table2.
Hypotheses la and lb are supported.A obtained 2.4 points beyond equality in A-B exchanges aftercontrollingfor subject-pair(relation) effects, which implies an estimatedpool
division of 14.4 - 9.6. For the A-C relation,A
obtained3.3 points above equality for an estimatedpool division of 15.3 - 8.7. Both advantages are significantly differentfrom 0. However, contrary to Hypothesis 1c, the effects
were not significantlydifferentfrom each other
(F[1,182] = .846, p = .359). That is, the model
in which both effects are estimated is not a
significantimprovementover a model in which
both variablesareconstrainedto have the same
effect.
Hypothesis2. There were 236 exchanges in
the six kite groupsand 60 relationvariables( 10
subjectpairingsx 6 groups).The only structurally distinctrelationinvolving structurallydistinct positions is the D-E relation.D is coded
as the advantagedposition. Column I of Table
2 shows that, as predicted, occupying the D
positionin the D-E relationof the kite network
conferred a small but statistically significant
advantage,approximately13.2 - 10.8. Therefore, D exercises weak power in the kite network and Hypothesis2 is supported.
Hypothesis3. The regressionanalyses were
repeated controlling for subject experience.
Results are presented in columns 2 and 3 of
Table2. In the stem network,experiencedand
inexperiencedsubjects exploited weak power
advantages to significant degrees. Moreover,
experienced subjects had an additional outcome advantageof around 1.8 points, as predicted by Hypothesis3. For the A-B relations,
the differencewas statisticallysignificant,i.e.,
the null hypothesisthatthe position effects are
equal for experienced and inexperienced
groups was rejected (F[1,180] = 9.098, p =
.003). The difference between position effects
for the A-C relationin experiencedversus inexperiencedgroups was not significant, however. In the stem network,then, experiencehas
the strongestand most consistenteffect in A-B
relations.
Results for the role of experiencein the D-E
relation in the kite network conform very
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closely to predictions. Experienced subjects
exploited their positional advantage,inexperienced subjectsdid not. The null hypothesisthat
the positioneffects areequalfor the two groups
was also rejected(F[1, 181] = 9.576, p = .002),
indicating that experience translatesinto significantprofitadvantagesin this structure.12
Only one of the possible profit-enhancing
actorsin
strategiesthatstructurally-advantaged
simulated weak power networks could adopt
prevailedin ourexperiments:Experiencedsubjects in advantagedpositions made higher demands, and experienced subjects in disadvantaged positions met these demands. That is,
relativeto inexperiencedsubjects,experienced
subjects in advantagedpositions did not have
to discover their advantages and learn to exploit them, and experiencedsubjects in disadvantaged positions did not have to learn by
trial-and-errorto avoid exclusion by making
more favorable offers. For instance, average
offers to B were 9.52 points for inexperienced
A's and 6.33 points for experienced A's. The
averageoffer to A from inexperiencedB's was
11.74 points, and 14.01 points from experienced B's. Results from an analysisof variance
are presentedin Table 3. In the stem network,
the position x experience interactionindicates
that for experienced subjects relative to inexperiencedsubjects,B's offers aremoreextreme
in the positive direction and A's are more extreme in the negative direction. For inexperienced subjectsin the kite network,D's offered
E's 9.31 points on average, and E's offered
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Table 3. Analysis of Variance for Negotiation Offers in
Stem Networks and Kite Networks
Variable

Sum of
Squares

Stem Network
Position (A,B)

1552.433

Experience
Position x experience

13.329

d.f.

F

1 194.766***
1

1.672
59.434*

473.734

1

1992.690

250

Kite Network
Position (D,E)

108.325

1

14.890***

Experience

110.753

1

15.224***

146.437

1

20.129***

1716.864

236

Error

Position x experience
Error
pa .001

9.07 pointsto D's; for experiencedsubjects,the
respectivemeans were 9.09 and 12.17. Results
of the analysis of variancein Table 3 indicate
that the dominant effect of experience in the
kite network was to raise E's offers. This potent experience-position combination also
seems to producethe significant main effects,
given thatthe otherthreeposition x experience
combinations are relatively close to one another.'3
Hypothesis 4. To examine the relative
strength of advantages in strong power networks versus weak power networks, we compared our findings with results from typical
strong power experiments (Markovsky et al.
1988). The contrast is striking: There is no
12 We also estimateda single-equationmodel that overlapin the distributionsof meanadvantages
includeda dummy variableto capturethe effects of between strong power groups versus weak
experience. This model is more complex because power groups. The minimum advantage obthe experimental design forces a collinearity be- served for any strong power group was 6.66
tween the dummy variable for experience and the points, comparedto a maximumadvantageof
dummyvariablesfor the individualpairs,and interpretation of the parameter estimates depends on
which level of experience is chosen as the reference
category, i.e., assigned a value of 0. Two specifications are possible. In the kite network,for example,
when "inexperienced" is the reference category,
structural position has no significant effect, but
there is a significant, positive interactionbetween
experience and structuralposition; when "experienced"is the referencecategory, structuralposition
has a significant,positive effect while thereis a significant, negative interaction between experience
and structuralposition. Both specifications support
our conclusion: Inexperiencedsubjectshave no advantage; experienced subjects have an advantage;
and the difference is significant.

13 Analyses using experienced subjects in the
stem networkmay provide insights into how experience affects behavior. One group of experienced
subjects participatedin the kite network in a prior
session. The mean exchange outcome for members
of this group occupying the A position was 13.86
points. In contrast,the other threegroupsof experienced subjects had previously interacted in a
strong-powerstructureand, for these subjects, the
meanoutcome for A in the stem networkwas 17.00
points. The difference between the two means was
statisticallysignificant.This suggests that priorexperienceaffects outcomes via the expectationsthey
foster:Those who expect large profit advantagesto
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6.60 points in the presentexperiment.The average advantage in the strong power experiments was approximately14 points versus approximately4 pointsin the presentstudy.Similar contrastshold with regardto other experiments (Skvoretzand Willer 1991). In sum, the
hypothesis that strong power produces larger
profit differentials than does weak power is
clearly supported.
SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION
By extending network exchange theory, we
identified a new structuralbasis for positional
power in networks. Experimentalresearchon
two differentnetworkstructurestested hypotheses derived from the extended theory.These
hypotheses predictedadvantagesor disadvantages for certainpositions in certainrelations,
the relativemagnitudesof strongpower effects
and weak power effects, and how resourcedifferentialswere affected by subjectshaving experience in other exchange networks.Overall,
we found strong support for the extended
theory.
The extendedtheoryanswersquestionsraised
by Yamagishi and Cook (1990) and Stolte
(1990). Correspondingto Simmel's notion of
"formal sociology" (Simmel [1917] 1950, p.
21), andcontraryto theusualapproachin sociology, these questionswere answeredusing simulations and experimentsratherthanworkin the
field. Of whatgeneralempiricalimport,then,is
the phenomenonof weak power?
The weak power extension to network exchange theory bridges the relatively simple,
sparsely-connectednetworks in which strong
power effects are typically observed and the
accrue to advantagedpositions demandthem in the
case of structurally advantaged actors, and grant
them in the case of the disadvantaged.Supplemental analyses also revealed that actualinclusion rates
were closest to GPI3values for inexperiencedsubjects. Comparedto {(B) = .60 from GPI3,p{B =
.66 for inexperienced subjects and .77 for experienced subjects. For the kite network, p (D) = .82
andp (E) = .79. The probabilitiesfor inexperienced
subjects were .73 and .82, respectively, and for experienced subjects .59 and .85. In general, GPI3
probabilityvalues should be empirically informative to the degree that subjects have no information
beyond theirown relations,and subjectshave more
roundsover which to negotiate and adjustoffers. In
such cases, actualexclusions would serve as a basis
for informingcounteroffersand partnerchoices.
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morecomplex anddensely-connectednetworks
generallyfoundin naturalsocial relations.Such
variablesare within the originalpurviewof social exchange theory (Homans 1967, 1974;
Blau 1964).Formallyconstitutedstructureslike
monopolistic markets and hierarchies are
sparsely-connected - they illustrate strong
power differentials.In contrast,informalstructures like friendshipgroups are more densely
connectedandany powerdifferencestendto be
relativelysmall. The theoreticalextension suggests that the heartof strong power lies in the
absenceof exchangeopportunitiesfor the weak
and the exchange denials thus created.All else
being equal,higherconnectivityprovidesmore
opportunitiesfor weak positions to "short-circuit" the structuraladvantages of the strong,
and thus a greaterlikelihood of small resource
differentials,i.e., weak power.
In addition to permitting the analysis of
denser, more "realistic"networks, our weak
power analysis has yielded other dividends.
First, networkexchange theory moves beyond
simply identifying the phenomenon and addresses the moregeneralquestionof whichpositions in which networks gain or lose from
weak power. Our research has answered that
questionin theoryandcorroboratedthe answer
in experiments.
Second, computersimulationsrevealed that
the weak power effect is robustacross negotiation strategies,andthatsome strategiesamplify
the effect. In fact, for some networksand strategies, the theoreticalextremes of weak power
should be significantlygreaterthan those predicted and observed in our experimentswhile
remainingbelow strongpower effects. By detecting the weak power effect at or near its
weakest,however, we provideda stringenttest
of the extendedtheory.
Finally, the extended theory vividly illustrates the mutual dependence of micro- and
macroprocesses.Althoughwe have shown that
weak power depends on individual decisions
andactions,exchangerules,and networkstructures, much remains to be learned about the
complex interactionsof these differentfactors.
Our analysis shows that accounting for decisions and behaviorsat the levels of individuals
andrelationscan improveour understandingof
structuraleffects, and that only by accounting
for structuralcontingencies can lower level
processes and outcomes be fully comprehended.
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